March 14, 2022

The Honorable Dave Cortese  
State Capitol, Room 6640  
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Senator Cortese,

Subject: SB 951 (Durazo) Increasing Wage Replacement Rates for PFL + SDI: Support

On behalf of the following organizations, we write in strong support of SB 951. We represent diverse constituencies including advocates for families with young children, older Californians, parents and caregivers, domestic violence prevention advocates, health and racial equity groups and worker and community advocacy organizations. We believe that every Californian should be able to take paid time off from work to recover from illness, care for their family or bond with a new child without jeopardizing their economic security.

California’s State Disability Insurance (SDI) and Paid Family Leave (PFL) programs have served workers in our state for decades. Together, these two programs form a critical safety net that is intended to ensure that Californians are able to recover from a serious illness, bond with a new child or care for a seriously ill family member and still meet their financial obligations. However, because SDI and PFL provide only 60% of most workers’ wages, they remain out of reach for many Californians. The COVID-19 crisis has highlighted both the importance of these programs, as well as the inequities and barriers that workers face in accessing them.

SB 951 proposes to phase in increased wage replacement rates for low wage workers so that by January 1, 2025, low wage workers¹ would receive 90% wage replacement for the first 16 weeks of SDI and all 8 weeks of PFL. All other workers would receive 70% wage replacement up to the maximum weekly benefit amount for the first 16 weeks of SDI and all 8 weeks of PFL.

Because current wage replacement rates are not enough to provide livable support to low-wage workers, who are more likely to be women, born outside of the United States, or to identify as Black or Latinx,² low-wage workers end up subsidizing higher wage workers’ leaves through their contributions to the Disability Insurance (DI) Fund. Almost all employees in California pay into the DI fund with each paycheck, but middle and high income earners - who also have greater access to savings and employer-paid sick and vacation time - are far more likely to take leave and apply for PFL or SDI benefits. This inequity is magnified by the fact that low-wage workers in California, disproportionately those who identify as Black or Latinx, women and

---
¹ Low wage workers are defined as those making less than 70% of the State Average Weekly Wage.
² https://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/low-wage-work-in-california/#worker-profile
immigrants, already face health disparities due to systemic racism, sexism and xenophobia. Paid Family Leave and State Disability Insurance are important interventions to address social determinants of health because they allow workers to care for their and their family’s health without losing their full income. They reduce the likelihood of premature birth and infant mortality, promote breastfeeding, and reduce nursing home admissions.

Workers who cannot afford to live off of 60% of their wages are currently forced to keep working, often endangering their or their family’s health. Only workers earning less than $27,213 a year (one third the median wage) currently receive a wage replacement rate of 70%, meaning that even full-time workers earning minimum wage ($15 an hour, or $30,000 a year in 2022) do not qualify for the 70% wage replacement rate. If the Legislature takes no action this year, current wage replacement rates will sunset and the wage replacement rate for both SDI and PFL will actually decrease to 55% for all workers, placing these programs even more out of reach.

We cannot afford to move backwards, especially when we know how important this safety net is for California’s families. Californians must be able to heal, care for family, or welcome a new child, regardless of their income. The 90% wage replacement rate proposed by SB 951 would ensure that low-wage workers, many of whom already struggle to support their families with their full wages, have the same right to be there for their families without risking their economic stability.

Further, SB 951 proposes to increase wage replacement rates without increasing contributions for low wage workers. To do this, SB 951 would require all workers to contribute to the DI fund equitably, based on their entire income, just like low-wage workers currently do. 91% of California workers would not see any change in their contributions, and the state would be able to afford meaningful benefits and access to leave for workers earning low wages.

In order for SDI and PFL to really work for Californians earning low wages, we must increase wage replacement levels. California led the way by passing the first paid family leave law. It is time for us to lead by making our paid family leave program the most equitable in the nation - the ability to heal, bond with a child, or care for an ill family should not be limited to those with middle or high incomes. For all of these reasons, we urge your strong support for SB 951.

---

3 https://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/low-wage-work-in-california/#the-numbers
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Sincerely,

A Better Balance
ACCESS Reproductive Justice
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Association of California Caregiver Resource Centers
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